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The unique ideaistic meaning and style of writing of Luling’s novels in the 
literary world in 1940s was unwonted, which was due to the particular of his 
choice of culture and life experiences. His special discernment and 
communication to the relation between paradoxical struggle and tragical destiny 
about self, other person and external environment were worked out. The tragical 
consciousness of his novels was the base of explanation of this research. This 
article contains three parts: 
Part one: the meaning representation of tragical consciousness of novels. 
The dignity and pity feeling of lowlifes was firstly revealed; the spirit puzzledom 
and solemn affection of intelligentsia was secondly brought forth and the 
intrinsic origin and change of tragical consciousness was thoroughly researched 
into; the tragical consciousness of life was totally summarized and was 
embedded from the point of philosophy views. 
Part two: the value and significance of novels’ tragical consciousness. The 
unique esthetics style and value exhibition mainly depended on the presentation 
of soul disaster and spirit impetuous. The unique excavation of history reality 
was mainly that mental activity became polygonal mirror of peeking history 
process. The new explanation of culture mentality was mainly the existence of 
initiative consciousness of life. 
    Part three: the exploration of formation of novels tragical consciousness. 
Himself tragical life experiences were intrinsic reasons including the absence of 
feeling in petticoats and the reality pang in adult. The extrinsic culture and 
literature thoughts and the continued culture tragical consciousness was extrinsic 
reasons including the tragedy of his life in reality and the immersion of all kinds 
of tragical consciousness. 
Owing to the research of Luling’s novels has come into being opening state, 
the culture meaning and spirit content of his novels have been deepened and 
enriched. The article tries to show my comprehension and provide a sort of point 
of view. With the development of social and time, the value and significance of 
Luling’s novels to contemporary culture and literary will be continuously found. 
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第一部分  小说悲剧意识的内涵呈示 
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